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Highlights 
• Monitoring of heuristic real time control can lay bare sub optimal performance. 
• Understanding the origin of the performance can provide insights for iterative improvement  
• Sub-standard functioning of actuators can cause underperformance of heuristic control. 

Introduction 
The understanding of anthropogenic negative impacts on waterways has led to increased restrictions of 
emissions to natural water bodies. Combined sewer systems can, under increased precipitation loading, 
discharge diluted, untreated wastewater into receiving bodies through combines sewer overflows (CSOs). 
As reduction measures against CSOs are costly and often impractical, research has turned to Real Time 
Control (RTC) as a cost effective alternative (Pleau et al., 2005; Dirckx et al., 2011). To verify the 
performance a generalised evaluation methodology of such RTC strategies was developed (Van Daal-
Rombouts et al., 2017), aiming to allow for more comparable results between RTC studies.  
 
Although model predictive control (MPC), where the optimal state over a given horizon is computed, is 
touted in literature as outperforming heuristic control methods (e.g. Meneses et al., 2018), implementation 
of MPC remains limited. Simple heuristics, however, are widely used for local and global control. A 
methodology assisting the transition from heuristics to MPC can increase the uptake of the latter. The aim 
of this paper is to establish a framework for iterative improvement of existing heuristic RTC strategies used 
in urban drainage systems by means of posterior assessment of the implemented rules. 
 

Methodology 
System Description and Model 
The WWTP of Eindhoven (750,000 p.e.) is served by three separate trunks: Nuenen/Son, Eindhoven Stad 
and Riool-Zuid (RZ). RZ constitutes of seven municipalities connected to a single transport line, equipped 
with a large pumping station (PS Aalst,   1̴0,000 m3/h) and two control station able to restrict the flow from 
the largest municipalities connected. For more details, see Schilperoort (2011),van Daal-Rombouts et al. 
(2017) and Moreno Rodenas et al (2019). Only the section upstream of PS Aalst is considered in this study, 
as the discharge is limited by the pumping station flow capacity rather than downstream conditions. 
 
The system has been modelled and calibrated within the InfoWorks ICM 10.0 software package 
(ww.innovyze.com). The calibration was done manually by adjusting internal system parameters (roughness 
and runoff coefficients) until sufficient agreement (NSE >0.75) for unseen events was achieved. This was 
evaluated for water level measurements across ten monitoring locations using a 1kmx1km 5 minute radar 
rainfall data from the KNMI (Dutch Meteorological Institute). The calibrated model was then discretised 
into suitable sections located upstream of the pumping station and control stations in the system.  
 

Heuristic Control 
The actuators in RZ are locally controlled with fixed set-points, computed as a global optimum for CSO 
volume minimisation in previous, unpublished studies. Flow through the control stations is limited when a 
threshold height of water is reached in the upstream arriving chamber of the control station, using a single 
input single output (SISO) configuration.  
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Assessment Methodology 
The methodology here acts as an extension to the methodology proposed in van Daal-Rombouts et al. 
(2017). Prior to the use of the assessment methodology presented here, the goals and objectives of the RTC 
strategy should be set. A monitoring and/or modelling campaign need to be set up to gain insights in the 
functioning of the studied system. It should be ensured that the RTC objectives set are either directly or 
indirectly observable within these campaigns. Furthermore, the functioning of the actuators used in the 
RTC strategy should be directly monitored (e.g. the flow rate pumping stations). Modelling and monitoring 
uncertainty should be explicitly evaluated. The assessment here is based on both the assessment 
parameters chosen (total CSO volume), and the functioning of the actuators compared to the expected 
behaviour, computing a performance indicator (PI) for the assessment parameters and a Performance of 
Actuators (PoA) respectively. The PI and PoA are compared to set thresholds, used to determine if updating 
the rules should be considered. The steps connect into a single, iterative framework, of which each 
component can be adjusted by operators (Figure 1).   
 

 
Figure 1. Proposed framework for the iterative improvement of heuristic RTC 

 
After an event has occurred, based on the assessment parameters and the underlying mechanics through 
which the goal is achieved, a normalised performance indicator (PI) is calculated. For a typical volume-
based RTC strategy, the PI would depend on the total CSO volume discharged, the spatial variance of filling 
degree and volumetric fluxes between various controlled sections, following: 
 

𝑃𝐼 = min (𝐽𝑡,𝑛 − 𝑤𝑣 ∗ (|𝒅�̂�| × �̂�) − 𝑤𝑐 ∗ 𝑽𝒄𝒔�̂�)                   (1) 

 
Where 𝐽𝑡,𝑛 is the unity matrix, t is the number of time steps and n is the number of controlled catchments,  

𝒅�̂� is the difference in filling degrees between the controlled catchments, �̂� is the normalised flow 

between the controlled catchments, 𝑽𝒄𝒔�̂� the normalised CSO volume and wv and wc are the respective 
weights allocated to the respective components (here 0.5 and 0.5 respectively). The degree of system filling 
is estimated based on storage curves derived from the hydrodynamic model. 
 
After the above, the actuators are assessed to see if they have performed as per the output of the RTC 
strategy. For heuristics still includes a check against given rules, for optimisation based RTC, the given 
control signals send by the controller are compared with their respective responses. The PoA value is the 
minimum normalised deviation from the envisaged settings of those actuators (Equation 2) and is then 
combined with the PI and checked against pre-set thresholds.  
 

𝑃𝑜𝐴 = min  (𝐽𝑡,𝑎 − |𝒛�̂� − 𝒛�̂�|)                      (2) 

 
Where 𝐽𝑡,𝑎 is the unity matrix, t is the number of time steps, a is the number of actuators, 𝒛�̂�  are the 

performed actions from the actuator and 𝒛�̂� the corresponding theoretical actions. Real rainfall events with 
high quality data available over the period 2018-2019 were used to assess the viability of the proposed 
methodology. Any event with a PI and/or a PoA below 0.6 and 0.7 respectively was flagged and assessed 
for potential gains in the heuristic control (Table 1). This threshold can be adjusted based on the 
preferences of the operators. 
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Table 1. Output from Overall Performance Check. 

  PI Threshold 

  Above Below 

PoA 
Threshold 

Above No Adjustment Flag for Adjustment in Rules 

Below Save for Future Flag for Adjustment in Rules (Calamity) 

 

Preliminary Results and Discussion 
Over the period of 2018-2019, 4 out of 15 rainfall events ran were flagged by the proposed assessment 
method. Three of the four events are shown in Table 2.  
 
Table 2. Performance Indicators and Performance of Actuators per event.  

 Date PI PoA Check Needed 

1 04/06/2019 0.65 0.48 Y 
2 12/07/2019 0.52 0.55 Y 
3 06/12/2019 0.47 0.58 Y 

 
Using the hydrodynamic model, the influence of the PoA on the PI was assessed. It was found that for event 
1 the PI would increase to 0.73 (12% increase) if the actuators performed as expected. However, for events 
2 and 3, these increases were less pronounced, revealing an underlying sub optimality in the heuristic rules. 
 
The full storage capacity in the most downstream section of the studied catchment was reached during 
events 1 and 2, with available storage left in the upstream sections . High spatial variability of the 
precipitation, predominately over the downstream part of the catchment, was identified as the main cause 
of the uneven distribution storage utilisation within the network . As SISO control was unable to anticipate 
this, water was not restricted from flowing downstream, which could have prevented or reduced the CSO 
volume. Based on these results, it is recommended that the current RTC strategy used in the catchment is 
revised. The new, more robust control strategy should be developed addressing the issue of failing 
actuators and including the multiple data streams to locally control the actuators. 
 

Conclusions and future work 
This work presented a methodology for the assessment and iterative improvement of real-time control 
strategies applied to combined sewer systems. The methodology was tested on a heuristic RTC strategy 
currently used to control a real-life sewer system in the Netherlands. The methodology was able to identify 
sub optimal performance of the RTC strategy. The main contributors of the underperforming RTC in the 
studied catchment were high spatial variability of precipitation and failings of actuators within the system. 
In future works, methods and tools for the adjustment of heuristic control rules will be developed to 
further aid the long-term implementation of RTC for urban drainage systems. Furthermore, uncertainties in 
the computation of the PI will be more explicitly included. The recommendations made in this paper will be 
further developed into workable heuristic rules, and their viability assessed. 
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